MIROT: A multi-agent system model for the simulation of the dynamics of carbon resources of a West-African village territory
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Abstract: The decrease in carbon (C) resources in West African savannas falls within local agroecological and global environmental issues. Understanding how they are impacted by human activities at the village level is thus crucial. Multi-agent system (MAS) formalism can assist in representing the complex interactions between ecological and socio-economic dynamics. A MAS model (MIROT) was implemented into the CORMAS platform to simulate the dynamics of C resources of a village in Burkina Faso. The representation of the environment was achieved by importing data from digital maps. Two bio-economic models (implemented with GAMS) were coupled with MIROT and used to simulate optimized farmer’s strategies of decision at the farm level. Various scenarios were compared from simulations to assess the relative impact of climatic, demographic, economic or social factors on the viability of the village system as estimated by its carbon budget.
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INTRODUCTION

In sub-Saharan Africa the availability in and cycling of carbon resources largely determine the viability of smallholders’ low-input, farming systems. These rely on the soil organic carbon (SOC) content as well as the availability of wood, grain, fodder, all organic resources.

Within the context of global change and within the Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol, developing countries may be funded by Annex-I parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change for their efforts in mitigating the greenhouse gases content in the atmosphere (UNFCCC, 1997).

Carbon (C) resources are declining in West African savannas (Ker, 1995). Improving their management is thus crucial from both local agroecological and global environmental points of view. Since carbon resources are renewable and, to a certain extent, shared between several decision-makers, particular attention should be paid to the level at which improvements are conceived and promoted. In West-African savannas, the village territory level must be considered, because of the functional connection between the land use systems and the communal control of fertility management practices and of land tenure (Manlay et al., 2004a).

Carbon dynamics of a village territory is complex. It involves interactions at several scales of time (day, month, season, year) and space (plot, farm, village territory and beyond). These interactions occur between actors in the system, and between actors and their environment. The environment drives the human activities: such as agricultural practices or breeding. Environmental conditions are subjected to complex external factors: climate change, global socio-economic context, etc. Through their activities human societies contribute to the transformation of the environment. In turn environment modifies the behaviour of human beings to adapt to the new conditions, and so on.

To understand such a complex system, tools simulating the state of the future environment and human behaviours along plausible scenarios are needed. Descriptive approaches can only assess past and present situations. At the plot level, forecasts can be made using real experiments. But at the farming system and regional levels the multiplicity of actors and scales of time and space makes computer modelling a better experimental tool to analyse the C cycle. This study aimed at developing a tool for the quantification of the carbon flows and stocks of a village territory. For this purpose a model that would represent the biophysical and socio-economic determinants of C dynamics in a territory was implemented and tested.

Our assumptions were the following:

1. Any relevant analysis about decisions on the management of organic (associated C and nutrients) resources must encompass the village territory level because of their communal regulation.

2. The multi-agent system (MAS) is a tool for prospective analysis which adequately supports the analysis by anticipation of the dynamics of the natural resources at the scale of the village territory. These analyses are made according to a range of scenarios of land management.

In the following section, multi-agents systems are defined and the study site is described. Then basic explanations about the functioning of carbon dynamics in the farming system and the conceptual framework of the MIROT model are provided. Finally simulations for some key variables under simple scenarios are shown and results are discussed.
1. MODELLING CARBON DYNAMICS IN HUMAN COMMUNITIES

The management of a renewable resource involves complex interactions between social and ecological dynamics. Models can help better to understand the mechanisms underlying these interactions and predict the likely impact of various collective rules and policies. Models apprehend the phenomenon studied through the representation of its principal factors. The understanding of the carbon dynamics requires considering the biological, social, physical, economic and political factors. However taking into account these major factors requires a study at a large scale such as the village, the region or the country.

Several studies simulated the organic stock management and carbon at the scale of the rural community in West Africa (Reenberg, 1996; Barbier, 1998; Defoer et al., 1998; Stepheonne et Lambin, 2001; Manlay et al., 2004c; Manlay et al., 2004b; Tschakert, 2004) but these are theoretical, or strictly qualitative, or spatially non-explicit. Generally they do not take into account actors’ diversity and restrict to an oversimplified set of their activities (Thornton et Herrero, 2001).

This communication describes a multi-agents model that simulates the dynamics of carbon (and related nitrogen) resources at a village territory scale in the south-west of Burkina Faso: Touroukoro. The model integrates two types of farmers and the activities of cattle intervening in the spatial distribution of the organic matter. It integrates constraints related to resource use: equipment, cash, land, cattle, etc. Thus, we use two bio-economic models built with Gams (General Algebraic Modelling System) to optimize the rules of decisions of the farmers.

2. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS AND OPTIMIZATION

MAS have become a popular tool to simulate the dynamics of a renewable resources (Axtell, 2000; Abrami, 2004; Barreteau et al., 2004; Bousquet et Le Page, 2004). Then, the MAS application domains go increasingly: agronomy, economy, Internet, etc.

MAS come from the need to have heterogeneous agents able to coordinate their actions in order to solve a problem in the same system. An agent is considered here as an “autonomous entity capable of reacting to its environment, determining its most appropriate goals and actions in its world, and reasoning about deadlines and tradeoffs arising from those determinations” (Vincent et al., 2001). The capacity of an agent to modify its environment is determined by a set of actions assigned to him, thus defining its competences. A MAS is a set of agents representing the actors of the world studied. MAS are virtual laboratories controllable and observable by the operators. Because of its flexibility, MAS become a sustainable tool to represent and simulate complex systems (Jennings, 2000).

The dynamic of carbon considered at the scale of the territory village is a complex system. It is characterized by a great number of entities (e.g. vegetation, climate, soil, cattle, farmers which adopt different types of rotation) requiring an individual treatment. Also, the study of dynamics at the scale of the territory village is interested in flow of carbon in the soil, consequently its spatial distribution (Manlay et al., 2004c). The soil in this case, is carrying resources being the subject of a use by the various actors of the system. Thus, a spatial modelling will make it possible to take into account the interactions between social and spatial dynamic. We retained the MAS formalism, in order to represent the dynamic of carbon in all its complexity.

MAS agents evolve in a dynamic, complex and unforeseeable environment. It is difficult to predict correctly the behaviour of environment. To adapt and react to the various changes, the agents use individual or collective actions. A new organization can emerge (Drogoul et al., ; Müller, 2004) from these
interactions. These characteristics are useful to clarify problems of coordination involved in the management of a resource.

Within the same model MAS can represent various levels of organization (from individual to groups) and make the articulations between these levels of organization explicit (Servat et al., 1998; Hilaire, 2000; Amiguet, 2003; Abrami, 2004; Tranouez, 2005). By taking into account the various levels of organization of a system, MAS make it possible to study which a same model various points of view.

Space constitutes a central element in the interactions between the agents. Space carries the resources which are the subject of a common use by the various entities. Multi-agents models can take into account the spatial organization of resources and the spatial constraints of their management (Bonnefoy et al., 2000; Bonnefoy et al., 2001; Dumont et Hill, 2001; Lion, 2005). Thus, through spatial modelling and the modelling of the actions of the actors, the MAS highlight the impact of the various uses on dynamics of space. One of the major problems in environmental sciences is the representation of space on several hierarchical scales. Several platforms such as CORMAS provide utilities to represent the heterogeneity of space and the interactions which exist between social and spatial dynamic.

For the implementation of Mirot Model, CORMAS (Common-Pool Resources and System Multi-Agent) (Bousquet et al., 1998) was used as a platform of simulations.

2.1. Optimisation

The system studied is a semi-marketed agriculture where the main objective of the farmers is supposed to be the satisfaction of food and monetary needs. Farmers’ decisions are influenced by a whole of constraints. To this end, Capillon in (Herve et al., 2002) defines an agricultural system as “a decision-making chain within a set of constraints and assets, implemented to achieve one or more goals, that governs production process and can be characterised by flows (money, material, information, and labour) within and outside of the farm.” Roughly, farmers are constrained by the limitation of the resources and the state of the environment to produce and sell their production in an optimal way. Within such a view two bio-economic models were used to optimize two farmers’ sets of decisions: (1) cropping strategy, and (2) programming of sale of agricultural production. The GAMS software was used for optimization steps.

Mathematical-programming models are used to simplify the behaviour of the multi-agent model. Some of the results of the simulations of the MAS were used as parameters for the mathematical models and vice versa.

3. Study Site: The Village Territory of Tourouchoro

The village of Tourouchoro is located in the south-west of Burkina Faso in the Comoé province. The climate is of sudanian type with rainfalls higher than 1000 mm allowing to grow a wide variety of crops (Bonkougou, 2004).

The population of Tourouchoro is highly diverse with either indigenous or migrant coexisting ethnic groups (Bonkougou, 2004). It is growing fast because of high natality rate and high immigration flow.

Two major, contrasted farming systems can be distinguished:

1. an indigenous system of semi-continuous crops based on yam (Figure 1): practised by the natives with rotation of yam/maize/sorghum then grains during two (2) or three (3) years before returning the land into long fallow (for ten years or more);
2. The migrant system crop is based on cotton (Figure 2): with the usual rotation of the maize/cotton/maize/sorghum.

3. A continuous farming system practised by the small farmers without draft animals and equipment.

Crops cultivated in Touroukoro can be subdivided into two categories: cash crops (cotton, yam), and food crops (maize, sorghum, etc.). Cattle husbandry is the second source of income and cashew production is the third source of income. Cashew tree planting also aims at securing land.

4. A SIMPLIFIED DESCRIPTION OF CARBON DYNAMICS OF A VILLAGE TERRITORY

Description of carbon dynamics at the village territory scale answers at several levels of description: plot, farm and village territory.

4.1. THE PLOT LEVEL

Carbon is fixed in the ecosystem in an organic form primarily by photosynthesis in the arbour-ground biomass of plants. Through respiration a fraction of the carbon stored returns to the atmosphere. Plants fill the litter and soil compartments after senescence of their above and below-ground organs and humification. Animal dung deposition also contributes to SOC accretion. A portion of SOC is transferred by erosion and lixiviation. Finally, SOC content depends on soil characteristics (depth, texture, etc.) and human activities (e.g. management practices, wood harvest, bush fires, etc.)

4.2. THE FARM LEVEL

Carbon dynamics at the farm level is -to some extent- the aggregation/addition of the carbon dynamics occurring at the plot level, but not only. Farmer’s main objective is the satisfaction of his needs of food, cash, and social recognition. Demand is driven by measurable features of the household (such as community size), but not only. It is constrained by money, labour availability and other means of production. Farmer’s needs, among other things, define management schemes that drive carbon dynamics (accretion, uptake, turn-over) in each plot -individually or mutually with nearby plots- as well as livestock- or harvest-mediated carbon flows set across the farm boundaries.
4.3. THE VILLAGE TERRITORY LEVEL

At village territory level, behaviour and decisions of a single actor are controlled by her/his community, other actors, and collective structures (committees, customary authority) operating at different scales. To achieve their goals actors interact through institutions (formal or abstract) such as the market. Interactions can be set through tenurial or manuring agreements that modify the carbon allocation and transfers.

Carbon dynamics at the village territory level is also influenced by the coexistence of contrasted types of socio-economical and cultural groups. One type can have contrasted access to, and practices for the management of resources (among which carbon) that may be synergistic or antagonists with those of other groups. These distinctions are often influenced by the social membership.

Additionally landscape patterns of rainfall, soil, vegetation and freshwater distribution drive the behaviour of decision-makers and constraint access to communal carbon pools. The complexity and instability of environment require permanent adaptation from local decision-makers.

5. MIROT, AN OPTIMIZING MAS

A MAS typically includes agents, objects, organization and structure of its environment. In MIROT, the agents Farmer and Cattle are the two active entities. The system mimics their behaviour and their dynamic.

5.1. FARMER

The Farmer agent is a cognitive agent. Its database determines its knowledge on the state of its environment, and a base of rules enabling it to determine the action to be carried out in a given situation. It has the knowledge of the existence of the other agents. It exchanges information with them. Farmer’s main features are household size, cash disposal, food and livestock stocks, and available land.

The Farmer tries to optimize its utility while satisfying its needs for food and cash (Figure 3). Needs for food and cash depend on the family size (Equation 1 and Equation 2). To achieve its objectives Farmer must set the surface needed for each crop. It defines an optimal plan of production according to the adopted strategy. The production plan depends on resources (land and labour) availability and biophysical factors requiring a rational behaviour from the farmer.

Exploitation of the plot (e.g. through fertility decrease) changes the environment of the farmer and yields an information feedback (production). This feedback will influence the Farmer’s future behaviour. For instance positive feedback induces investment in cattle and equipment to improve production. Investments are made with the Farmer’s cash income. Farmer establishes a selling plan for each crop while taking into account the constraint of satisfaction of food and money. If the farm production becomes too low, the Farmer can migrate or change its strategy. Farmer also adapts to the state of the environment.

\[
\text{ConcessionFoodNeed} \leftarrow (\text{IndividualFoodNeed} \times \text{PopulationSize})
\]

*Equation 1: Model of assessment food need*

\[
\text{MonetaryNeed} \leftarrow (\text{IndividualMonetaryNeed} \times \text{PopulationSize})
\]

*Equation 2: Model of assessment monetary need*

It uses past recent experience to minimize risks: year after year, the agent Farmer’s memory is updated with yield achieved. The memory is limited to five years. From its memory, the Farmer defines lowest possible yields and productions and thus minimal surfaces for each crop. This rule guarantees an optimal...
level of satisfaction of its need. The satisfaction of the needs is a condition for the stability of the Farmer. When the needs are not satisfied and cash is not sufficient, a part of the household migrates towards a new farm or leaves the village. Given these descriptions the farmer is a rational entity able to act so as to improve his utility.

![UML diagram for Farmer's rules of decision for cropping](image)

**Figure 3: UML diagram for Farmer’s rules of decision for cropping**

### 5.2. Agent Cattle

Agent Cattle is a located agent. It is characterized by its size and the quantities of organic matter ingested and deposited monthly. The representation of the cattle activity in the system makes it possible to take into account their role in the transfer of organic matter/fertility (Landais et Guérin, 1993). It is a reactive entity which functions by stimulus.

In the MIROT model, the activity of the cattle is represented through the following elements: **ingestion**, **excretion** and mobility **rules**. The principal objective of the Cattle is the satisfaction of its requirement in fodder and water, some resources distributed on the environment. To access these resources, the Cattle must move. Plot attractiveness is a function of fodder availability. Cattle can not access some land use (orchards and crops). Thus, from its current place, the Cattle selects the best pastures.

The direction of moving determines the distance walked on a plot and the residence time of the agent Cattle. The residence time depends on the travel rate. Grass intake (Equation 3) and dung deposition (Equation 4) are calculated. The displacement of Cattle is limited by a maximum duration of daily moving and the satisfaction of Cattle needs.
\[ \text{biomassUptake} = \text{UptakeCapacity} \times \text{residenceTime} \]

Equation 3: Model for fodder uptake by agent Cattle. \text{uptakeCapacity} is the amount of fodder ingested per hour and \text{residenceTime} is the residence time of Cattle on the plot.

\[ \text{excretion} = \text{excretionPerHour} \times \text{ResidenceTime} \]

Equation 4: Model for dung deposition. \text{excretionPerHour} is the quantity of organic matter deposited per hour and \text{residenceTime} is the residence time of Cattle on the plot.

5.3. THE OTHER OBJECTS OF THE SYSTEM

Other main objects in MIROT are:
- **Climate**, that evaluates monthly rainfall,
- **Time**, which evaluates the year and month of simulation,
- **Month**, which describes the evolution of data according to the month of the year. It is described by the name and average rainfall of the month, and the monthly fodder needs and excretion for an animal,
- **Crop**, which describes the various types of crop used in the model. A Crop is characterized by its type, selling and purchase price, gross and direct margin and fertility requirements,
- **Cropping_Culture** that describes the cropping system, each cropping system being characterized by its type, and crop rotation (treated as an ordered list of crops),
- **Storage**, which defines the quantity of grains stored in the household's loft.

5.4. SPATIAL ORGANIZATION

To carry out an explicit representation of the environment a multilevel organisational structure of space was adopted. Three levels were distinguished (Figure 4):
- Level 1 corresponds to the elementary spatial entities (that is, the plots) of the system,
- Level 2 corresponds to the spatial entities formed by aggregates of the spatial entities of level 1 gathered according to a common characteristic. The entities of Level 2 are either (1) non appropriated, in which case they are covered by savanna/forest vegetation, or (2) they belong to one Farmer and as such define the boundaries of its cropping, planting and breeding activities.
- Level 3 represents the simulated landscape at the village territory.
5.5. SPACE CONFIGURATION

The space of simulation is reproduced thanks to an importation of data from a geographical information system (GIS) into CORMAS (Figure 5). This importation, based on the morphopedological map of Touroukoro increases the realism of the model by taking into account some actual spatial constraints on the behaviour of actors. The map consists in a grid of points, each point corresponding to a 1 ha cell. Five types of land are distinguished defining a vegetation cover for each plot.

After initialisation of vegetation cover the plots are gathered into sets of 25 plots at least to form one farm. In conformity with reality, initial farms establishment is set in specific areas of the grid depending on Farmer’s social membership (migrant or native).
5.6. LAND USE AND LAND USE CHANGE

The initial vegetation cover of a plot is forest, but it then changes varies according to its land use (crop, fallow, plantation, compound, kraal) (Figure 6). The occupation of the cultivated plot changes according to the cropping system (Figure 7 and Figure 8). A plot whose fertility is insufficient for the cropping returns in fallow and is exploited when its fertility is sufficient. The fertility of a plot is represented by discrete scales of points of fertility. When the plot is cultivated, its fertility decreases according to the fertility required by the crop. But, it increases by one point when it is left into fallow.

Figure 6: land use and land change dynamics
5.7. BIOMASS GROWTH

Several pools of biomass are represented in the model: herbaceous layer, above-ground tree (AGT) layer roots, and crop residues. Their growth varies according to their occupation and from uptake by farmers or animals.

AGT biomass of non-cropped and cropped plots is estimated as logistic (Equation 5) and decreasing exponential (Equation 6) functions, respectively (Youl, 2003).

\[ S_{AGT}(t) = \frac{S_{AGT}^{max}}{1 + \left( \frac{S_{AGT}^{max} - S_{AGT}(0)}{S_{AGT}(0)} \right) \times e^{-rt}} \]

*Equation 5*: Model of above-ground tree (AGT) biomass allocation in a non-cultivated plot. \( S_{AGT}(t) \): amount of AGT biomass at time \( t \); \( S_{AGT}^{max} \): maximum amount of AGT biomass; \( S_{AGT}(0) \): initial amount of AGT biomass at \( t = 0 \); \( r \): length of fallow.
Equation 6: Model of above-ground tree (AGT) biomass allocation in a cultivated plot. $S_{AGT}(0)$: initial amount of AGT biomass at $t = 0; r$: decrease constant; $t$: length of cropping.

Herbaceous biomass is modelled as a function of AGT biomass (which is a competitor for light) (Equation 7). Cultivated plots are weeded.

$$S_{herb}(t + 1) = S_{herb}(t) + \left( \text{growthHMax} \times \left( \frac{S_{herb \, \text{max}} - S_{herb}(t)}{S_{herb \, \text{max}}} \right) \times \left( \frac{S_{AGT \, \text{max}} - S_{AGT}(t)}{S_{AGT \, \text{max}}} \right) \right)$$

Equation 7: Growth model for herbaceous biomass. $S_{herb}(t)$: amount of herbaceous biomass at time $t$; growthHMax: maximum herbaceous growth; $S_{herb \, \text{max}}$: maximum amount of herbaceous biomass; $S_{AGT \, \text{max}}$: maximum amount of above-ground tree (AGT) biomass; $S_{AGT}(t)$: amount of AGT biomass at time $t$.

The output of crop is evaluated according the rainfall and fertility of plot (Equation 8).

$$\text{output} = \text{normalOutput} \times \left( \frac{\text{rainFall}}{\text{normalRainFall}} \right) \times \text{fertilityApport}$$

Equation 8: Crop output model

Where normalOutput is the output of the crop, rainFall the rainfall evaluated by the model and normalRainfall the average rainfall in Touroukoro and fertilityApport the impact of fertility on output of crops.

$$\text{fertilityApport} = 1 \text{ if plot fertility (plotFertility) is great than or equal to the fertility required (requiredFertility) by the crop else:}$$

$$\text{fertilityApport} = \frac{\text{plotFertility}}{\text{requiredFertility}}$$

Equation 9: impact of fertility on output of crops

5.8. MAS COUPLING WITH GAMS OPTIMIZATION MODEL

To integrate optimization into the MAS the CORMAS platform is coupled to the GAMS software (Figure 9). The interaction is achieved using dynamic link library (DLL). Optimization modules are called through this DLL.

Since CORMAS was developed within Visual Works (VW). VW predefined methods enabling the execution of a C program from a SmallTalk program were used. The DLL was thus written in C. Two modules of optimization are developed in GAMS (Figure 9). The Production module builds the Farmer's production plan. The Sale module defines the Farmer's selling plan. The DLL comprises two principal methods production() and sale() intended respectively to call the production and sale module of Gams.

Optimization is made at the individual (i.e. Farmer) level only. Agents run in a concurrent way and use the same files of parameters and results. However, the parameters can differ from one agent to another. To avoid conflicting access to data, semaphores were used. Semaphore enable restricted access to the resources shared such as the input and output files. When an agent starts a call of optimization, any other access to the module of optimization is blocked until the end of the first call. As a result the sequential execution of optimization modules decreases the performance of the model.
The production plan depends on food and monetary needs, labour, equipment availability, area for each crop, and output of each type of crop. These data are stored in a file of parameters. The Gams optimization module reads this file and then provides the optimal crop area distribution.

The selling plan takes into account the production of each crop, needs for food and money and commodities prices that are stored in a file too. The optimization module provides the quantity to be sold for each crop.

6. SIMULATION

Simulations were run in model implemented under contrasted scenarios to assess the value of the models, and possibly to identify new trajectories or development pathways (Le Bars, 2003).

The principal objective of MIROT model was to simulate the dynamics of carbon at the village territory scale. The various scenarios were selected to understand the effect of the human actions on the carbon cycle and the sensitiveness of human behaviour to environmental change. Human actions are driven by the satisfaction of food and money needs that are positive functions of the population size. Briefly, three sets of scenarios were explored:

Table 1): (1) population density as a driver of farmers’ activities and carbon storage, (2) cash need and its influence on the global behaviour of the system, and (3) climatic change (as expressed by rainfall variation) and its impact on the viability of the system. In each scenario natives and migrants have similar population distribution at the beginning of simulations: 10 natives and 10 migrants. In economic and climatic scenarios, the growth rate is 5% per year.
Table 1: Scenario description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario set</th>
<th>Scenario code</th>
<th>Parameters (annual values)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Population growth rate (in %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monetary need (in euros)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climatic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rainfall annual variation (in %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1. DEMOGRAPHIC SCENARIOS

Population growth rate has a strong impact on both population size and total amount of above-ground tree (AGT) biomass (Figure 10; Figure 11). Results suggest that increased population increases pressure on resources such as AGT biomass. Collapse of these resources in turn limit carrying capacity of the territory and thus lead to population decline after departure from the village.

Figure 10: Evolution of population size under three demographic scenarios
Figure 11 Evolution of the amount of above-ground tree biomass of the village territory under three demographic scenarios

When growth rate is set to 2.5% the area converted to cropping increases slowly between 120 and 620 months (Figure 12). When it is set to 10% the village is saturated after 620 months with simulation.

Although there is a similar proportion of migrants and natives at the beginning of simulation. After, the surface occupied by the natives increases faster than that of the migrants. A reason for this is that soil impoverishment by yam is faster than by cereal and cotton, which requires larger clearing of uncropped land.

Figure 12: Evolution of land use under three demographic scenarios
6.2. **Economic Scenarios**

Drop in carbon resource and forest cover is increased when cash need increases (Figure 13; Figure 14); a threshold effect can be evidenced round 100 € inhab\(^{-1}\) y\(^{-1}\) since the E2 and E3 scenarios do not differ much in their effects. Increasing monetary need increases the need for cropped land, leading to higher deforestation rates. And since above-ground tree biomass is a major pool of carbon, increasing monetary need exhausts carbon storage.

![Share of the territory area under forest](image1)

**Figure 13: Evolution of the share of the territory area under forest under three economic scenarios**

![Total carbon](image2)

**Figure 14: Evolution of the amount in total carbon of the territory under three economic scenarios**

Additionally, the lower the monetary need, the larger the average farm population size beyond 450 months of simulation (Figure 15). The average is 35 persons after 575 steps (months) in scenario E1 (50 €). In scenario E2 (100 €), the maximum (26) is reached after 470 months. Again scenario E3 has little impact on population size as compared to E2. A reason for these trends is that high monetary need increases cropping intensity, decreases soil fertility and reduces the farm carrying capacity in human beings. As a result the farm splits and some of the household moves to another location to found a new farm.
Figure 15: Evolution of the average farm population size under three economic scenarios

6.3. CLIMATIC SCENARIOS

Cultivated land increases and carbon resources decrease when rainfall increases (Figure 16; Figure 17). Lower rainfall hinders crop performances. Consequently, larger areas are needed to satisfy farmers’ needs for food and money.

Figure 16: Evolution of amount in total carbon of the territory under two climatic scenarios

Figure 17: Evolution of the share of the territory under cropping under two climatic scenarios

Crop distribution too varies depending on rainfall trends (Figure 18; Figure 19). Areas under yam first decrease and then increase to a steady level when rainfall increases (Figure 18). Conversely they decrease
gradually until they disappear in scenario C2 (Figure 19). Maize is the dominant crop in scenario C1. Rainfall decrease (scenario C2) favours cereal expansion, with clear benefit to sorghum that even competes with maize. Such results can be interpreted by the general drop in crop performance. The yam requires more fertility and it is gradually abandoned because there are not sufficiently fertile plots for its cropping.

**Explanation:** The yam is less resistant to climatic precariousness; it is abandoned with the profit of maize-growing and sorghum-growing. To compensate for the reduction of yam-growing, the farmers cultivate more maize and sorghum.

![Figure 18: Evolution of crop distribution under scenario C1 (rainfall increase)](image1)

![Figure 19: Evolution of crop distribution under scenario C2 (rainfall decrease)](image2)

**7. DISCUSSION**
7.1. MODEL STRENGTH

Organization is a fundamental property of a complex system. However, the levels of organization of a system are multiple and require to be integrated in the model. The MIROT model integrates several levels of organization: (1) environment is represented at three scales (plot, farm, and village territory), and (2) four levels of representation of social organization (farmer, ethnic group, production system, and village community) are proposed. Agent-Group-Role (AGR) formalism used in this last case improved expressivity and modularity of the system. The using of AGR constitutes a first step for the installation of a dynamic and evolutionary organization. Moreover, the model was coupled with a GIS. This interfacing allowed an explicit representation of the environment, and the taking into account of the physical, biological, and human drivers of environmental features and spatial constraints put on individual behaviour. The spatial behaviour of cattle (straying trajectory) was also represented in the model. By coupling the MIROT model with an economic model, a first representation of economic motivations was carried out. This coupling also made it possible to take into account the constraints related to the availability of the resources such as equipment, labour available, the cash resources, etc.

7.2. SOME MODEL LIMITATIONS

MIROT has some limitations. A real ecosystem involves many entities and complex interactions. Representing a set of various ecosystems interacting with each other according to biophysical and socio-economic drivers would be almost impossible in a single model. A model is a simplification of reality. Finding the right level of abstraction is thus needed to allow its sound analysis and avoid building a complex tool with behaviour and outputs impossible to control and understand. MIROT does not escape this rule. For instance:

- only two farming systems were selected among the many ones existing in Touroukoro,
- the tenurial market was not simulated due to lack of information about trading practices that are still considered as illegal,
- the fertility is represented by a discrete scales of points of fertility. It varies according to the use of the plot (increase in the event of fallow and reduction in the event of setting in crop). In reality, the fertility of a plot is subjected to several factors which unfortunately we do not lay out.

7.3. COUPLING MAS AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING

This study illustrates the interest of MAS for the representation of the complex systems. Whatever its advantages multi-agents modelling is not the unique solution to any modelling problem. Other types of modelling exist; just like MAS, their use depends on the user’s objective. Mathematical programming is another more conventional technique for the bioeconomic representation of the dynamic of a farm or even of a community "the behaviour of the actors [y] is generally simulated by an algorithm of maximization of a function of utility under constraint of plot, work, capital, food and monetary risk" (Barbier, 1998). In semi-marketed agricultures these models simulate the behaviour of a farmer who would maximize his monetary income after the food needs of the family, and having a reasonable knowledge of the local and regional context technico-economic necessary to the realization of this optimization. The study suggests that these two approaches can be complementary even if they meet apparently divergent aims. Individual modelling is a more realistic but complex representation generating a behaviour more difficult to interpret. The mathematical programming is unaware of part of the complexity of the decision-making process of the farmer but more easily makes it possible to analyze and interpret the various technico-economic scenarios.

7.4. DEALING WITH THE COMPLEXITY OF THE SYSTEM

The simulated environment is represented by a map exported in CORMAS. 24462 points composing the map generated 24462 cells in CORMAS. With a minimum size of 25 cells by farm, the model controls
approximately 310 farms. A farmer can manage one farm. In consequence, the model controls 310
farmers if the territory is saturated. Supposing each farmer raises cattle, 310 herds or 620 active agents
(farmers and herds) evolve in parallel. Each active agent has a thread and resource consumption is
important. Heavy computation resource consumption reduces the performance of the system. In addition,
the Gams execution by the agents decreases the performance of the system.

8. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The MIROT prototype can simulate the carbon dynamics at the village territory level. It integrates the
major aspects of carbon dynamic: biological, physical and socio-economic factors. The model provides
several types of output for a relevant analysis of the studied system. These outputs can be subdivided in
three categories: (1) biological data (biomass and carbon, nitrogen, etc.) (2) demographic variables
(population, density, etc.) and (3) economic performance indicators. Moreover, it is possible to define
outputs for each production system (native and migrant). Simulations carried out made it possible to
analyze the impact of the demographic pressure, the economic situation and the climatic change on the
dynamics of the system.

Understanding and managing a complex system is highly dependant on the articulation of at least two
levels of description: local (the components of the system), global (the collective behaviour which results
from it). In a natural system, these various levels are indivisible (Duboz et al., 2003), but they require
consideration for a better understanding of the dynamics of the ecosystem. Concerning the resource
management, the articulation between the options at the global level (regulation, taxes and subsidies) and
impact on individual behaviours and what can result, is not clear and again requires articulation between
different levels of description. Further effort will focus on the articulation between different levels of
organisation within the issue of carbon dynamic. Additionally the genericity of MIROT will be worked out
to develop a model able to simulate the dynamics of carbon resources of contrasted territories of West-
African savannas.
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